DREAMSETTING

A Step by Step Guide to Creating
Your Ideal, Future Life
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After researching the stories and backgrounds of the 177 self-made
millionaires in my study, I came to admire them. I found it amazing
that so many of them were a hairs breath away from financial ruin.
They put every dollar they had and leveraged every asset they owned
to fund their dream.
How do they do it? How do they survive the near-financial
Armageddon and the never ending uncertainty? How do they find the
strength to persevere?
Balls of steel? Courage? Unrelenting faith? No, no and no. What each
and every one of the self-made millionaires in my study had was
Passion.
The very act of pursuing a dream filled them with passion. Passion is
a powerful emotion. It transforms the impossible into the possible.
Passion is like the first domino. It sets in motion all of the dormant
success traits that reside in each and every one of us:










Courage
Confidence
Curiosity
Enthusiasm
Focus
Motivation
Persistence
Resilience
Work Ethic
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Those who pursue their dreams live a life filled with passion. Passion
eliminates 100% of the competition. You simply cannot compete with
someone who has passion. They will break through seemingly
impenetrable walls, climb the highest mountains, and overcome
obstacles that stop others in their tracks.
When you pursue a dream you unleash passion. And passion is the
secret to becoming rich, successful and happy. This is why it is so
important to Dream and then act on your dreams.
In this short little eBook I will introduce you to Dreamsetting.
Dreamsetting is a process that will help you identify your dreams and
provide you with a system that will enable you to pursue those
dreams successfully.
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Pareto Principle: 20% of all activities produce 80% of all results.
Stated another way: we waste 80% of our time on activities that are
meaningless.
How do you know if you are wasting your time?
Individuals who are focused on activities that produce results are
those who have created a blueprint for their ideal lives and are
following that blueprint. Successful individuals are those individuals
who pursue activities that create a life that is consistent with their
blueprint. Most don’t have a blueprint, so most are wasting their
time.
How do you create a blueprint for your ideal life? Through a process I
call Dreamsetting. You probably never heard of Dreamsetting before.
Dreamsetting is the springboard for the realization of your dreams. If
you don’t Dreamset, you can never realize your dreams. DreamSetting is the starting point. It lays the foundation for your ideal,
future life.
Dreamsetting involves a three step process:
1. Defining Your Ideal Life
2. Identifying Your Dreams
3. Goalsetting
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Step #1 – Defining Your Ideal Life
The first step in the Dreamsetting process is to write out a script of
your ideal, future life. Five hundred to one thousand words is all it
takes.
Here’s how you create your script. Imagine your life ten years from
now. On a peace of paper or in a journal, write down what you would
like your ideal life to look like ten years from now. Here are some
things I’d like you to focus on:
 Work: What do you do for a living? Do you like what you do for
a living? Where does your work take you? Do you travel in your
job? What kind of perks do you have?
 Money: How much money are you making every year? How
much money do you have in the bank? What type of
investments do you have your money invested in?
 Health: Are you healthy in the future? How much do you
weigh? Do you exercise? How much do you exercise? Do you
exercise every day? What exercises do you do? What does your
body look like? Are you muscular? Are you lean? Are you both?
 Family: Are you married? Do you have a family? How many in
your family? How is your ideal future family doing in life?
 Home: What does your house look like? Describe each room.
Describe your back yard, your porch, your garden, etc.
 Relationships: Do you have a lot of friends? How many?
Describe your friends. What are they like? What do they do for
a living? Do you know any famous people? Do you know any
important people?
 Toys: What fun toys do you own? Do you own a vacation home?
Where is your vacation home located? Is it on a beach? Is it on a
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lake? Is it in a big city? What kind of car do you drive? Do you
own a boat? Do you own a plane?
 Fun: What do you do for fun? What are your favorite activities
in the future? Do you go on vacation? Where do you go on your
vacations? What are some of your favorite vacation
experiences? What are your hobbies?
The key is to be as descriptive as you can. You want to define every
aspect of your ideal, future life. Details are important. Your mind has
difficulty with vague things. Details help your subconscious get its
neural arms around your perfect life. These details tune your mind
into the things you want in your life. They toggle on the Reticular
Activating System (RAS) inside your brain.
The RAS is your brain’s sensory filter. Your five senses are always
taking in sensory information from your environment. Your RAS
filters out 99% of that sensory information to prevent your brain
from overloading. It only lets in certain, specific things that you are
focused on, enthusiastic about, or that are important to you.
Creating a blueprint via this scripting process directs your RAS to
only allow in information that will help attract the specific things you
described regarding your ideal, future life.
It will take you one to two hours to create your script. You will find
yourself editing your script over the following few days. This is
because this scripting exercise turned the imagination centers inside
your brain. The Dorsal Visuospatial Network, the prefrontal cortex,
the parietal lobe and the occipital lobe all light up, or get turned on,
by this scripting exercise.
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Step #2 – Identifying Your Dreams
Once your script is complete, you can move on to the next fun step,
which is defining each one of your dreams. Dreams represent a vision
of some future, ideal state. Inside your script are imbedded each of
the dreams that define your ideal, future life. Your job here is to
bullet-point each one of those dreams. Example:












Future Job
Future Annual Income
How Much Money You Have
Future Weight
Future Body
Future Family
Future Home
Future Car
Future Relationships
Future Toys
Future Vacations

Each one of these bullets is a dream. Once you have the list of your
dreams, you can move on to the final step of the Dreamsetting
Process.
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Step#3 – Goalsetting
Dreams are the springboard for goals. Only after you’ve defined your
dreams does the Goalsetting process begin. This Goalsetting process
requires you to build goals around each one of your dreams. In order
to build goals around each dream you need to ask yourself two
questions:
Question #1: What would I need to do, what activities would I need
to engage in, in order for each dream to come true?
Question #2: Can I perform those activities?
If the answer to Question #2 is yes, then those activities represent
your goals. Goals are only goals when they involve physical action
and you have the knowledge, skills or resources to successfully take
action.
For example, if your wish is to make $200,000 a year, what would you
need to do in order to make $200,000? What specific activities would
you need to engage in during a given year, in order to make $200,000?
Make more telemarketing phone calls? Do more training? Get a
specific license in your industry? Expand your product offering?
Purchase more rental properties? Invest in more efficient equipment
or technology?
Then you must ask yourself if you have the knowledge, skills or
resources to do these things. If you do, then each action you must
take represents a goal. If you don’t have the ability to act, then you
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must develop that ability before you can even begin to pursue each
individual goal.
Pursuing and then achieving each goal is like a rung on a ladder that
you must climb for each dream. Each goal achieved gets you closer
and closer to realizing your dream – making $200,000.
Let’s summarize the Dreamsetting process:
 Paint a picture with words of your ideal, future life – your
script.
 Define each dream that must be realized in order to have your
ideal, future life – your bullet-point list.
 Create specific goals around each one of your dreams.
 Take action. Pursue and achieve each of the specific goals that
will make each dream come true.
You then repeat this process for every dream on your list. When you
realize each one of your dreams, your ideal future life will then
become your actual real life.
Obviously, the Dreamsetting process takes time. It may take you ten
years to achieve all of the goals behind all of your dreams. But keep
in mind this important fact - ten years is going to happen anyway.
You might as well spend that time pursuing your dreams.
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About the Author

Tom Corley understands the difference between being rich and poor:
at age nine, his family went from being multi-millionaires to broke in
just one night. As an adult, for five years, Tom observed and
documented the daily activities of 233 wealthy people and 128 people
struggling with poverty. He discovered there is an immense difference
between the habits of the wealthy, particularly self-made
millionaires, and the poor. During his research he identified over 300
daily activities that separated the “haves” from the “have-nots.” The
culmination of his research can be found in his number one,
bestselling book, Rich Habits: The Daily Success Habits of Wealthy
Individuals.
A dynamic and empowering speaker, Tom travels the world,
motivating audiences at industry conferences, corporate events,
universities, multi-level marketing group events, and global sales
organizations’ presentations and finance conferences. He has spoken
on the same stage with many famous entrepreneurs and personal
development experts, such as Sir Richard Branson, Robin Sharma,
Dr. Daniel Amen, and many others.
Tom has shared his insights on various national and international
network, cable, and Internet television programs such as CBS
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Evening News, NBC News, Yahoo Financially Fit, Money.com, India
TV, News.com Australia, and a host of others. He has wowed listeners
on many prestigious nationally syndicated radio shows, including the
Dave Ramsey Show, Marketplace Money, and WABC.
Featured in numerous print magazines—such as Money magazine,
Inc. Magazine, SUCCESS Magazine, Entrepreneur magazine, Fast
Company magazine, More magazine, Epoca Magazine (Brazil’s largest
weekly) and Kiplinger’s Personal Finance magazine—and various
online publications, including USA Today, CNN, MSN Money,
SUCCESS.com, Inc.com, and the Huffington Post. Tom is also a
frequent contributor to Business Insider, Credit.com and
Bankrate.com.
National publicity has garnered international media attention for
Tom and his Rich Habits research spanning 23 countries. Broadcast
media, online publications, and television throughout Asia, the South
Pacific, Europe, the United Kingdom, and Central and South
America have shared Tom’s powerful message.
In an effort to help parents, grandparents, teachers and adults
become success mentors to the younger generation; Tom released his
second book, Rich Kids: How to Raise Our Children to be Happy and
Successful in Life in 2014. This book was the self-help category winner
of the 2015 New York Book Festival and Runner-up in the
prestigious 2015 Writer’s Digest Self-Published Book Awards Contest.
In 2016 Tom released his third book, Change Your Habits, Change
Your Life, which immediately became a bestseller in the United
States, Canada, Australia and the U.K. This book provides the latest
science on habit change as well as Tom’s unique research on the
specific habits that helped transform 177 ordinary individuals into
self-made millionaires.
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Tom is also a CPA, CFP, and holds a master’s degree in taxation. As
president of Cerefice and Company, CPAs, Tom heads one of the
premier financial firms in New Jersey.

